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How to Cite an Article Inside of a Book. Generally, when you use an article or essay published
in a book as a source, you list the author and title of the article first.
To cite an essay with an author in a textbook with authors rather than and list the authors of
the textbook in the “Other contributors” slot.
Use free citation generator. 2. According to MLA Formatting and Style Guide: Anthology or
Collection (e.g. Collection of Essays) To cite the entire anthology or . Article or Chapter in an
Edited Book. Works Cited List: Last name, First name. Title of Essay. Title of Collection,
edited by Editor Name(s). MLA Style Guide, 7th Edition: Parts of Books or Anthologies Give
the inclusive page numbers of the essay, chapter, or part that you are citing. For more example
citations of edited books and book chapters, see . So, this is an online work as well as a
paper-back, which is free online.
How to cite sources using Chicago or Turabian styles Author First M. Last Name, Chapter or
Essay Title, in Book Title, ed. First M. Last.
Click here for more examples using Harvard Referencing (in single quotation marks) 'in' plus
author/editor of book; Title of book (in italics). A full template and example to help you write
a citation for a Book in the Harvard style.
A full template and example to help you write a citation for a Chapter of an edited book in the
Harvard style. This is to facilitate a reader's finding the reference in a long publication such as
a book (not done for journal articles). The paper by Bugjuice () is short, and. MLA format
follows the author-page method of in-text citation. articles) or italicize it if it's a longer work
(e.g. plays, books, television shows. When citing a chapter in a book, note the author of the
chapter and year of publication in the text of your paper. Follow the Essay or article in a.
By referencing the sources you use in your essay, you do a number of things. First of .
Chapters in a book are cited separately, especially if the book is edited. If you are referring to
an idea from another work but NOT directly quoting the material, or making reference to an
entire book, article or other.
APA format has specific rules for creating a book reference. Before you create a reference
page for your papers, essays, articles, or reports.
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